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Further experiments on phase 
audibility 
A new method of estimating phase distortion in audio systems and 
some listening tests 

by Daniel Shanefield, Ph.D. Bell Telephone System 

Like many developments in physics, 
this study arose from an inability to do 
something. Although my attempts to 
fool people with live -versus -recorded 
comparisons have succeeded when the 
listeners were far from the sound source 
(more than twenty feet), my most 
diligent attempts to fool the same 
listeners have utterly failed when they 
were close to the loudspeakers (less 
than twenty feet away). This was true 
with both "one- eared" and "two- eared" 
experiments. 

There are several possible explana- 
tions, and among them is "phase 
distortion" - by which I mean that the 
bass and the treble are delayed by 
different amounts of time during the 
record /playback process. According to 
this hypothesis, at a distance from the 
speaker, a large percentage of the sound 
is reflected, and therefore is phase -di- 
storted, for both the live and the 
recorded cases. You can't tell the 
difference, and therefore you can be 
fooled. But close up, where the sound is 
mostly direct, the live sound would not 
be greatly phase -distorted, while the 
recorded sound would be distorted 
because of imperfections in the 
record /playback process. Presumably 
the ear could tell the difference and 
wouldn't be fooled. 

New commercial loudspeakers with 
improved phase response have been 
appearing all over the place. Some are 
"linear phase, "1 some are "minimum 
phase,"2 and some are claimed to be 
essentially "phase constant. "3 I say 
"essentially" because it is not practical 
to be exactly coherent, since a motion of 
your head up or down from the centre 
axis of a two -way, non -coaxial 
loudspeaker can put you out of exact 
coherence when it comes to frequency 
pairs such as 800Hz and 8000Hz. If exact 
coherence is important, then the whole 
thing is hopeless from the standpoint 
of commercial loudspeaker design.. 

At the other end of the scale, extreme 
phase distortions, corresponding to 
differential delays of 10 milliseconds or 
so, have been shown by telephone 
researchers to be audible and bad. But 
initial wavefronts (almost like square 

waves) and the only way to preserve 
these fronts during recording is to keep 
the high frequencies and low frequen- 
cies travelling together. But this is 
probably wrong, because live musical 
sounds do not have steep initial 
wavefronts, and, quite the contrary, 
they take at least a few tenths of a 
millisecond to build up to full volume. 
That has been shown for music and 
handclaps by Duncan et al.,4 and you 
can see it yourself if a storage 
oscilloscope is available. A few tenths of 
a millisecond is several complete cycles 
at 8kHz, so initial wavefronts do not 
have to be steep - at least from that line 
of reasoning they don't. 

However, it is well known that we 
don't fully understand these things, and 
"lines of reasoning" do not always 
correlate with audio realities. If phase 
distortion is audible, maybe it does 
affect realism, even if we can't say why. 
Anything that is a "distortion" and is 
audible should probably be eliminated. 
So is it audible? Many previous 
experimenters have said, "no" for 
monophonic sound. But V. Hansen and 
E. R. Madsen of B &O in Denmark have 
claimed5 that small monophonic phase 
changes can be audible under some 
circumstances. A few acousticians 
that extreme sort of distortion is not 
what we are discussing here, either. 

It has been hypothesized from time to 
time that a fair degree of phase 
coherence is necessary for realism 
because live musical sounds have steep 
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Definitions and examples 

In a sound reproduction process, which 
inevitably involves some sort of a time delay, the 
term "phase distortion" refers to a change in the 
shape of a complex waveform, such that the low 
frequency parts of the wave are delayed by 
times which are different from the delay times of 
the high frequency parts.(These are absolute 
times, measurable in seconds, not the relative 
times measurable as multiples of a variable such 
as a peak -to -peak wave period.) 

To clarify the concept, let us consider a short 
musical note consisting of a 1 kHz wave plus 
some harmonic content at 2kHz and 3kHz. 
Suppose it is reproduced through a microphone, 
amplifier, and loudspeaker with perfect overall 
phase coherence, that is, zero phase distortion. 
Suppose the three frequencies are uniformly 
delayed by the same absolute time, namely one 
millisecond. The 1 kHz part of the waveform will 
be delayed one whole cycle, but the 2kHz part 
will be delayed longer relative to its own time 
period, that is, two whole cycles, and the 3kHz 
part will be delayed 3 cycles. So the relative 
delay, sometimes expressed in the form of 
angles, depends linearly on the frequency. 
There can be linear phase relationships to the 
original signal, even though there might be zero 
phase distortion (all harmonic components 
remaining perfectly in -phase with each other). 

Suppose. however, that She loudspeaker 
system imposed some absolute -time phase 
distortion, causing the output to have a 

two-cycle delay at 1 kHz (2 milliseconds absolute 
delay), a three -cycle delay at 2kHz (1.5 
millisecond), and a four -cycle delay at 3kHz 
(1.33 millisecond). The number of cycles of 
phase delay could still be plotted against 
frequency and show a linear relationship to the 
original signal, but the absolute time delays in 
milliseconds would each be different from each 
other, with accompanying distortion of the 
waveform. There are also many other ways to 
plot phase angle versus frequency which are 
linear (especially on the usual semi -logarithmic 
paper!) but which actually involve phase 
distortion of the waveform. 

Fig. 1. Wave used in new test method for 
estimating phase distortion. 
Fig. 2. The test wave in Fig. I after being 
subjected to phase distortion. 

/ Fig 2 
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believe that Hansen and Madsen are 
correct, and a few others don't. (Of 
course, everyone agrees that interaural 
phase changes are audible, and this 
contributes to stereo localization.) 

I think that Hansen and Madsen 
overlooked a serious potential problem 
in their technique, which I happened to 
uncover while trying to duplicate part 
of it. They used Koss ESP -9 electrosta- 
tic headphones, which I also used, and 
they assumed that the acoustic output 
of these headphones has a wave shape 
that is a very accurate reproduction of 
the electrical input. However, my 
impulse tests show that the ESP -9 in an 
essentially anechoic environment rings 
a little bit, and it therefore acts in some 
ways like a slightly reverberant room. 
Hansen and Madsen admit that a 
reverberant situation will give a falsely 
enhanced audibility to phase shifts, due 
to destructive interference effects. This 
causes loudness changes at certain 
frequencies, which the ear can hear 
very well indeed. So maybe we just 
don't have enough transducers to do the 
experiment unequivocally. 

I don't think we really need to know 
whether a pure signal of some kind is 
audible, although it is an academically 
interesting subject. What we do need is 
an experiment that directly compares a 
phase- coherent loudspeaker with an 
incoherent one, keeping everything else 
identical, and playing music. We need to 
determine which one is more realistic. 

B &W Loudspeakers Ltd have pu- 
blished a report that seems at first sight 
to be concerned with just that very 
experiments They arranged listening 
tests of music with two nearly identical 
loudspeakers, one phase- coherent and 
the other non -coherent. The jury was 
polled on its preferences, which turned 
out to be strongly in favour of 
coherence. Frankly, I think their results 
are inconclusive. First of all, their 
experiment was evidently not done 
blind, and we really might expect a jury 
to choose a sophisticated -looking 
speaker (their model DM6) as opposed 
to a plain one (which the incoherent one 
certainly was). Secondly, the "better" 
sound was chosen without immediate 
access to the live performance, so 
"better" might not be "more realistic." 

Estimating phase distortion 
Before we can compare different 
degrees of phase distortion, we have to 
be able to measure it. I would like to 
offer here a new method for estimating 
the amount of phase distortion present 
in any one link of the record /playback 
chain, or in the whole chain. The 
advantage of this method is that it is 
easy to use, as compared with phase 
meter approaches (which are not as 
simple as they might appear to be), and 
compared with the "raised cosine "' or 
"sine -squared "8 and fast Fourier trans- 
forms approaches. (By the way, the 
Fourier method is subject to consider- 
able error, unless the frequency 
response and other critical attributes 

are measurable to a high degree of 
accuracy.) 

The new method involves running a 
60Hz square wave through an octave - 
type graphic equalizer. If the slide 
that controls the 8 -kHz frequency band 
is set at + 6dB, and the other slides are 
all set at -12dB, each square wave will 
become a skinny spike, as viewed on an 
oscilloscope. Now, if the 60 -Hz slide is 
also raised to +6dB, the waveform 
becomes the thing shown in Fig. 1. I call 
this an "S- wave," because it looks like 
what an American cattle rancher with a 
branding iron would call a "lazy S." 

If an S -wave is now run through a 
tape recorder, in most cases it will 
become "phase- distorted" and look 
something like the wave shown in Fig. 
2, because there now is a difference in 
the delays applied to the treble and the 
bass frequencies. 

A disadvantage of this testing method 
is that one cannot easily obtain a con- 
tinuous reading of phase shift versus 
frequency during a sweep through 
the audible spectrum. However, 
we usually don't need a continuous 
reading, and looking at only four or five 
points on the frequency scale will tell us 
a lot. For improved accuracy at the 
treble end, it is best to break the 
frequency span into smaller steps such 
as 8kHz /2kHz, then 2kHz /500Hz, then 
500Hz /120 Hz, etc. This way, small time 
delays in the higher of the two 
frequencies being studied will show up 
better. 

Using a sequence of S -wave tests, I 
have found that, while the extreme bass 
and treble of the Tandberg 3300X 
cross -field tape recorder are badly 
phase -distorted (unequally delayed), 
the range from 120Hz to 8kHz is 
essentially constant phase. (Note that 
this is not "linear phase "' or "minimum 
phase"2 but is essentially zero phase 
distortion 3) 

S -waves can also be sent through a 
complete record /playback system, and 
my experiments with that can be 
summarized as follows. The recording 
chain consisted of an S -wave going 
through a Bose 901 equalizer, a Dynaco 
400 power amplifier, a single Bose 901 
loudspeaker facing forward (not re- 
flecting), an air link, a Thermo Electron 
814 microphone, and a Tandberg 3300X 
tape recorder with Maxell UD tape at 
7% in (Only four coplanar cones of 
the Bose 901 were used. The other five 
cones were covered with lead -loaded 
vinyl sound absorbing sheets.) Playing 
the Tandberg back through the 
equalized Dyna 400, the Bose 901 
speaker (facing forward again), and the 
814 microphone to an oscilloscope 
showed no phase distortion visible with 
the S -wave test, from 120Hz to 8kHz. 
Therefore, the whole system was 
essentially phase- coherent. 

The Bose 901 loudspeaker was used 
because it has no crossovers, and the 
Tandberg machine was chosen because 
its cross -field system is reputed to 
minimize phase shifts. The 814 micro- 
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phone is an electret type which is very 
similar to the more commonly known 
AKG Model C -451E. Having an unusu- 
ally flat response curve in the entire 
audible frequency -range, it also has 
minimal phase effects over the impor- 
tant range of 120Hz to 8kHz. 

However, a variety of other devices 
such as dynamic microphones, other 
tape recorders, and electrostatic head- 
phones each showed gross phase 
distortion (as in Fig. 2) when they were 
individually substituted into the chain. 

In addition to measuring phase 
distortion, S -waves can be used to test 
speakers and microphones for ringing. 
A very-low- frequency square wave is 
fed into the graphic equalizer, which 
causes a gap in the time between 
successive S- waves. Overswing across 
the zero -amplitude line on the oscillos- 
cope display indicates ringing (a form of 
poor "transient response "). The pulses 
are too short to allow full ringing 
build -up, so the method is less than 
ideal. But it is convenient, and it does 
quite graphically show up any tendency 
toward undirectional overswing. The 
room reverberations can usually be 
separated out, since they come much 
later. 

By adjusting the equalizer pass bands 
to find those worst -case frequencies 
that maximize the ringing, it was found 
that electrostatic transducers (ESP -9 
phones and B &W model 70 speakers) 
and also Magnapan speakers are not 
Simon -pure after all, and do ring 
slightly. This was also true with pure 
treble as well as pure bass. Good -quality 
cone -type speakers turn out to be just 
as effectively damped. (I suppose we 
should have expected this. The Mylar 
diaphragms might have low mass, but 
they also have very little mechanical 
damping action - not much more than 
in a bass drum!) For confirmation of 
this, see advertisements for the B &W 
model DM6 speakers. 

Audibility of phase distortion 
Using the 814 microphone, Tandberg, 
and Bose chain, I monophonically 
recorded repetitions of a 698 -Hz 
xylophone note (with its overtones, of 
course). The loudness was kept at 
moderate levels so that overload was 
not a problem. It was played back using 
separate graphic equalizers as a 
crossover, splitting the signal into the 
below -1 -kHz part, which went into one 
901 speaker, and the above -1 -kHz part, 
which went into another 901 speaker. 
(The frequencies above 8kHz, were 
filtered out altogether, since thy would 
have been phase- distorted.) Putting the 
two speakers approximately side by side 
(or one above the other) gave no 
difference in realism from putting them 
several inches in front of and behind 
each other. 

The graphic equalizer itself has some 
effect on the phase, so the essentially 
zero phase distortion (coherent) signal 
was not obtained with exact side -by- 
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side placement. Also, the treble tends to 
come from the apex of the speaker cone, 
while the bass comes from areas farther 
forward.10 A displacement of l'A inches 
did not produce essentially coherent 
sounds. Both these and the incoherent 
(5 -inch displacement) sounds were 
compared with live performances of the 
xylophone notes. (This was also 
repeated with a variety of other musical 
notes.) 

There were plenty of "differences" in 
the sounds. In fact, I have never found 
two loudspeakers that sound exactly 
alike under ordinary circumstances," 
so the sound does depend on which Bose 
901 handles the treble, etc. Watch out 
for this when you read other people's 
reports on similar experiments! No 
relative speaker position was clearly the 
most realistic when quickly or slowly 
A -B'ed against the live performance. 
(This is an example of what I called the 
LAB test in a previous article.'2) 

The conclusion is that a fairly high 
level of phase distortion does not affect 
realism. 

This business of speakers each 
sounding different dredges up another 
one of those deep philosophical 
problems. Unless we attack it with very 
clear thinking, it's liable to become a 
virtual Loch Ness monster. Suppose all 
loudspeakers sound different (and S. K. 
Pramanik of B &O states very definitely 
in reference 11 that they do). Then how 
can we ever expect one to sound like the 
live performer, if it can't even sound 
exactly like a duplicate loudspeaker? It 
seems to be impossible to remove all 
such differences, or at least it seems 
impractical. 

Here is' my way of pushing the 
philosophical monster back down. I am 
willing to accept a difference between 
the live and recorded sounds, just as I 

will accept a difference between 
duplicate live instruments, each being 
equally "realistic." What I am trying to 
do is prevent a blindfolded listener from 
identifying which sound is recorded. 
This is what does happen at a distance, 
where listeners can actually be fooled. 
Then, even if a listener practices for a 
while and does learn to identify the 
sources, I am trying to get the honest 
listener to say that neither one is best. It 
should sound like two different "live" 
instruments. That is what I mean by 
"realistic." 

The main criticism I can see for the 
whole study is that the Bose 901 
loudspeaker facing forward is possibly a 
too -imperfect device to prove anything, 
primarily because of the diffraction 
peaks in its frequency response curve 
caused by its multiple drivers. (It is not 
meant to be used facing forward for 
close listening.) Also the side -by -side 
arrangement of the two speakers causes 
additional interference peaks, because 
the crossover that feeds them is not 
optimized to prevent this. But actually, 
the whole loudspeaker -room system 
was carefully equalized using a 
"pseudo- performer" method,lz and it 

did sound quite good in spite of the 
diffraction. 

It would be useful if other people tried 
similar experiments with a variety of 
loudspeakers. Just please be observant 
of all the snares mentioned above. This 
is a tar pit surrounded by quicksand. 

What is the true explanation of my 
failure to fool listeners up close, if it is 
not phase distortion? I don't have a 
strong opinion at this point. My best 
results in listener -fooling have been 
obtained with a Magnapan MG -II 
loudspeaker *; played through a large, 
thin curtain which is strongly lit up 
from the front and dark behind. This 
speaker has a fair amount of phase 
distortion, probably because of its 
crossover design. Maybe the Magna - 
pan's relatively good performance is 
due to its size, to its bipolar radiation 
pattern, or to its unusual frequency 
response curve. It doesn't have a 
monopoly on realism, though, because a 
giant pile of conventional speakers 
arranged to be bipolar and big sounded 
just about as good. 

I have a feeling that the ear is 
sensitive to subtleties in the back -re- 
flections off the walls of the listening 
room, and that is how we can tell the 
live from the recorded sounds. This 
might be an interference effect that gets 
translated into a frequency response 
effect, and it might be affected by the 
size and shape of the loudspeaker. 
Maybe small speakers have high -Q 
(finely tuned) environmental interfe- 
rences and resonances, causing strong 
colorations, while large speakers such' 
as Magnapans or electrostatics have 
diffuse and weaker colorations of this 
type. Or, maybe it's the shape of the 
wavefront, with large speakers provid- 
ing a more nearly planar- shaped wave. 

For a xylophone -to- microphone dis- 
tance of about a yard or more, the 
wavefront that hits the microphone is 
nearly planar. If the loudspeaker is put 
where the microphone was, maybe the 
speaker should produce a similarly 
planar wavefront. (However, I suppose 
that a closer microphone distance might 
work better with a non -planar speaker, 
and I feel this ought to be explored 
further.) 

I repeated these tests in the open air, 
up on ladders, but I am still unable to 
fool listeners who are closer than 15 feet 
from the xylophone. Philosophically, 
this type of negative result is not very 

ningful. Large loudspeakers still 
e the best results, but I cannot 

parate such hypothetical factors as 
diffraction at the loudspeaker cabinet 
edges from a myriad of other possible 
factors. Are the inevitable small 
amounts of phase distortion the 
important thing? Or the residual traces 
of reflection from the grassy ground? If 
I had to guess, I would gamble on 
imperfections in the amplitude -ver- 
sus- frequency curve being the culprit. 
But this guess is only being made 
because a small turn of the tone control 
knob can have such a great effect on the 
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listener's impressions, and not because 
of any well- understood weighting of the 
many factors to be considered. 

* For UK readers it should be noted that 
the Magnapan is a large, diaphragm 
type loudspeaker, similar to an electro- 
static, but operated electromagnetically 
by a grid of fine wires on the surface of 
the diaphragm. The electromagnetic 
field from this grid interacts with an 
array of small, fixed permanent 
magnets on the framework of the 
speaker. The unit has separate woofer 
and tweeter areas. 
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Letters to 
the Editor 

THE LANGUAGE OF HI -FI 

Your balanced and sensible leader in the 
August issue came as balm to my inflamed 
spleen after also reading in one of your 
considerably less distinguished contempor- 
aries that a highly respected preamplifier 
"sounded boring" and "made the music 
sound as if played by amateurs ". Surely the 
nadir of lunacy in the use of subjective 
language! One gets the impression that these 
terminological outrages are being perpetrat- 
ed on gullible readers by a new breed of 
journalistic wunderkind, who would proba- 
bly be hard pressed to define a decibel. The 
reasons for this development are beyond me 
- probably it is either an effort to conceal 
technical incompetence or because it makes 
saleable copy; or a mixture of both. 

Of course, I am not against the use of 
subjective language. What I am against is the 
increasing tendency to use language of 
imprecise meaning. To misquote Gertrude 
Stein "a volt is a volt is a volt" and I hope no 
one is going to question that or challenge 
that a volt measured in hi -fi equipment is any 
different from any other. But when someone 
says vis -à -vis the performance that the 
"information retrieval efficiency was low" 
(yes, really - I didn't make it up) then like 
the late and quite unlamented Hermann 
Goering, I reach for my axe. If I as an 
experienced professional engineer cannot 
understand it, then heaven help the poor 
layman.. 

We commentators in engineering journa- 
lism have a heavy responsibility and should 
never resort to language that is capable of 
alternative interpretation or is open to doubt: 
and if there is a slight doubt, then it should be 
clearly defined or explained. At the risk of 
being accused of pedantry, I will go further 
and say that every observed phenomenon in 
reproduced sound is measurable and may be 
expressed in quantitative terms. Some subtle 
effects perhaps may be harder to measure 
than others; but I am with Galileo and Lord 
Kelvin. Inventing new words is not the way 
out. 

May I finish with another observation, and 
a warning against another tendency not 
confined to the popular hi -fi press? This is the 
lack of a sense of proportion and a failure to 
appreciate the realities of the technical side 
of audio. I have just been reading with 
interest an article in a well -known technical 
publication. The writer discusses with great 
insight, the technical desiderata for a pickup 
input stage; then spoils it all by proudly 
declaiming in the final paragraphs that the 

improvements result in a reduction of the 
t.h.d. to 0.0004%. Marvellous. Then if someone 
is able to make a gramophone record and 
cartridge capable of the same order of 
inherent Dt we might just be able to notice 
the difference. 
Reg Williamson 
Norwich 

AURAL SENSITIVITY TO 
PHASE 

I fear that Mr Moir (Letters, July 1977 issue) 
has misunderstood the point which I was 
trying to make in my letter on the audibility 
of polarity reversals (Letters, May 1977). Far 
from the distortion of one stage in the 
amplifier chain being cancelled by a comple- 
mentary distortion in a subsequent stage, as 
suggested by Mr Moir as an explanation for 
the effects I discussed, I was at pains in my 
letter to make clear that this was not the 
case. All subsequent stages in the chain, 
including the transducer, were shown not to 
be responsible for the effect in question. (In 
the case of the loudspeaker, this was done by 
listening from both front and back of the 
dipolar electrostatic panels, thus introducing 
a polarity reversal in the acoustic waveform, 
which was found to reverse the effect.) The 
change in quality of the signal was due 
entirely to its own asymmetry, not to 
subsequent distortion. This confirms the 
earlier work cited in my letter. 

An even more vivid demonstration of this 
effect can be obtained by linearly combining 
two sinusoidal oscillator signals, one a 
"fundamental" frequency of around 400Hz 
and the other an adjustable -level "second 
harmonic" of around 800Hz. If the second 
harmonic is allowed to drift slowly in phase 
relative to the fundamental a very pron- 
ounced cyclic change in the sound quality of 
the signal will be heard, and it is instructive 
to listen to it while observing the asymmetric 
waveform on an oscilloscope. No such effect 
appears to occur if the 800Hz signal is shifted 
to the third harmonic, i.e. 1200Hz; the 
waveform is now always symmetric with 
respect to polarity reversals. With a fourth 
harmonic, however, the effect is again subtly 
audible if the level is suitably chosen. 

Towards the end of his letter, Mr Moir in 
fact seems to support my argument, by 
agreeing that on good signals a polarity 
reversal is indeed subtly audible. This strikes 
me as being ari important conclusion! Even 
more than just standardizing the absolute 
polarity of the whole audio chain, as I 
suggested, it would seem that the non -lin- 
ear -phase errors inherent in the use of 
pressure and /or velocity microphones in 
recordings, which are reproduced indiscri- 
minately via either pressure or velocity 
transducers, also requires serious investiga- 
tion. 
Stanley P. Lipshitz, 
University of Waterloo, 
Ontario, Canada. 

Mr Driscoll, responding in the July issue to 
my letter of last February, asserts of himself 
"My grasp of basic principles is not so 
uncertain that I could believe Coleman's 
claim that "tone bursts which differ in the 
framing of phase" (I wrote "OR 'phase' ") of 
the sine wave with respect to the burst 
envelope have spectra of different shapes." 
My claim can easily be checked, and is 
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correct. Where does that leave his "grasp of 
basic principles "? 

If the members of a regular sequence of 
tone bursts are well separated, so that they 
are heard as separate bursts, it is enough to 
calculate the Fourier transform or spectrum 
of any one of them. If a particular burst 
consists of the sinusoid sin (217fot +e) gated 
on for 2n periods centred about the time t = 0 
then its transform is 
K (f- fa- 2 +(f +fa-2 +(f -2 -f0- 2)cos2( sin 
(2+rnf /fJei`14) where 4,(f) =e -tan (f -f0) 
sin2e/(f+fo+(f-fa) cos 2E)) +7r/2 and K is 
is independent of both f and E. If the burst is 
not a whole number of periods long the 
expression becomes more complicated. 

This spectrum peaks at f = f u and the width 
of the peak, taken between neighbouring 
zeros, is fo/n, inversely proportional to the 
burst length, and compatible with the 
requirements of the acoustic uncertainty 
relationship. Its shape, i.e. the variation of its . 
modulus with f, clearly does change when 
the value of a changes, and in addition the 
reference phase 4(f) of the component of 
frequency f depends in a non -linear fashion 
on both f and E. If the centre of the burst 
occurs, not at time t = 0, but at t = T, then c(f) 
contains a further additive term -24T. If 
e =Tr /2 the spectrum of the burst decays at 
frequencies far from fo as f -1, whereas if a =0 
it decays as f-2. This is understandable since 
in the latter case the burst has discontinuities 
of slope at its ends, but in the former has 
amplitude discontinuities, which will splash 
the spectrum out much further, a point about 
which I warned Mr Driscoll in my February 
letter. He doesn't have to take my word for 
these statements - presumably one of his 
brighter students could check the calcula- 
tions, or he could ask one of the enterprising 
loudspeaker manufacturers who have set 
themselves up with minicomputers, f.f.t. 
programmes, and graphics terminals to let 
him see for himself what a sinewave 
toneburst spectrum really looks like, in phase 
as well as in amplitude. 

It is all too easy for those acquainted in 
principle with Fourier transforms to mention 
the use of transfer functions and Fourier 
transforms for calculating network respon- 
ses to signals of finite duration, leaving the 
impression that this is essentially a trivial 
extension of normal a.c. calculations. It is 
not, and exposure to the specific Fourier 
transforms of a few simple signals, such as 
tone bursts, can go a long way towards 
driving the point home. 
C. F. Coleman, 
Wantage, 
Oxon. 

CONFUSION ABOUT 
DISTORTION? 

In a letter in your August issue Mr Greenbank 
quotes an earlier correspondent who states: 

. . 'loss of information' occurs during 
amplifier 'latch -up' - when, as we all know, 
l00% intermodulation distortion occurs." This 
statement is symptomatic of a general 
confusion which has resulted from harmonic 
distortion, intermodulation distortion, 
"latch -up ", "clipping ", "slew -rate limiting ", 
and transient intermodulation distortion all 
being regarded as "distortion ". 

The use of distortion as a generic term is 
probably responsible for it being generally 
unnoticed that the above list may be the 
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results produced by two fundamentally 
differing mechanisms. 

Consider the case of an amplifier which, 
though it has a non -linear transfer function, 
has no clipping point or slew -rate limit. Such 
an amplifier may be modelled by a "one -to- 
one" mapping function, and because of this 
an inverse mapping function may be disco- 
vered which precisely restores any mapped 
set of points back to their initial positions. 
With any distortion which may be described 
this way, therefore, we always (in principle, 
at least) perform another process which 
gives us the information in its "undistorted" 
form. 

Such is not the case with "latch -up ", 
"clipping" and "slew -rate limiting ". Each of 
these may not be regarded as a "one -to- one," 
mapping - rather, they are characterised by 
a "many -to -one" mapping function. In 
these cases no inverse mapping function 
exists which may be employed to restore any 
arbitary initial point to its original position. 
We have created a singularity, and a set of 
points are "doomed to fall down it ". 

For this reason it will unfortunately tend to 
cloud the issue to regard "many -to -one" 
imperfections in a transfer function as 
"distortion ". Hence it is misleading to regard 
clipping or latch -up as "100% intermodulation 
distortion ". Similarly, it is unhelpful to call 
the effects of slew -rate limiting "transient 
intermodulation distortion." 

I would not wish to argue that 
"many -to -one" imperfections are not "dis- 
tortion" as the word is currently defined 
only that we are here clouding the problem 
by our choice of terms. 

As for the "loss of information" concept 
which prompts Mr Greenbank's letter, all I can 
do is point out that this may be defined in 
terms of "many -to -one" rather that "one - 
to -one" functions. It remains to be seen, 
however, if either form of imperfection 
proves inherently "audibly more objection- 
able". 
J. C. G. Lesurf, 
Armstrong Audio Ltd, 
London N7. 

THE E.M. EQUATIONS - 
ALTERNATIVE 
REPRESENTATION 

Maxwell's equations relating the electro- 
magnetic field to charge and current den- 
sities are usually presented in vector form: 

V.D = p 

pXH=J+áD 

V.B = 0 

pXE=-f. 

Tensor formulation of Maxwell's equations 
is even more concise and expresses better the 
interdependence of electric and magnetic 
fields. 

An alternative method of representing 
equations (i) and (ii) is shown in Fig. 1. 

Starting from six components of D and H 
(circled symbols) we operate on them as 
indicated by the direction of arrows. We then 
obtain three components of the current 

density in the apices of the triangle and 
charge density at the middle. 

In the same way we can express the 
remaining two Maxwell's equations (iii) and 
(iv), as shown in Fig. 2. 

Using the same method we can represent 
the relations between electric and magnetic 
fields and the four -vector potential (V, A A 
A) viz. the equations: 

B=VXA 

E=-VV=a!`1 

(y) 

(vi) 

The alternative representation of the 
above equations is shown in Fig. 3. 

Here we start from the components of the 
four -vector potential (circled symbols in the 
middle and at the apices of the triangle), and 
operate on them as indicated. We obtain the 
six components of E and B. 

The advantage of the above representation 
of four differential equations, relating six 
vector components of the electromagnetic 
field and four components of the four- vector 
current or four -vector potential, is mainly 

Fig, 3 
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mnemonic, but it also helps to grasp the 
essential unity of electric and magnetic 
fields. 

T. A. Kasinski, 
Kingston -upon- Thames, 
Surrey 
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COMPUTING FOR LOCAL 
COMMUNITIES 

We want to discover if it's truly possible to 
introduce computing into one of London's 
most derelict areas as a community resource. 

We are the Vauxhall Media Project and our 
primary aim is to initiate a meeting place and 
facilities for film, video, photography, 
printing and computing. These are facilities 
which groups and individuals from the local 
community can use to fulfil their own 
projects and the needs of their community by 
pooling talent and resources. 

The story so far is that a group of people 
working in the computer industry and in the 
local community have been meeting regu- 
larly to analyse the type of system needed. 

John Pemberton of London University has 
been very helpful with advice and there is a 
probability that computer time may be found 
there to run a graphic computer terminal five 
nights a week. 

We want to see if computing can be 
brought into the community as a tool and as 
a medium for creative entertainment, and we 
would welcome information, advice, help, 
participation, equipment - anything. 
Peter Fotheringham, 
Vauxhall Media Project 
132 South Lambeth Road, 
London S W8. 

INCONSIDERATE TV 
CAMERA OPERATION 

One in seven persons in the United Kingdom 
suffers from migraine. In addition, a consi- 
derable number are subject to epilepsy. All 
such people in their capacity as television 
viewers are badly affected by flashing lights, 
repidly rotating symbols and most kinds of 
unsteady image thrown at them from the 
television screen. 

As these facts are well known, why do the 
BBC and the IBA continue to allow their 
producers and cameramen to indulge in 
flashing light techniques, to "hosepipe" their 
lenses, and - worst of all - to pump zoom 
lenses back and forth? 

Significantly, these are the first pitfalls that 
a beginner in movie photography is taught to 
avoid. This in itself should be enough to 
justify their discontinuance. But their dire 
effect on very many viewers of the small 
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of the frog's !eg. The editor wrote . .. Pe.~..aps 
those who ,._.Tite 'scienufic' articles for our 
daHy contemporaries will sec in this an 
explanation of the twHchings which some 
folk feel at the a.pprnach. or a thunderstorm. 
H:ut. ll occurs to tiS that mu:illatory currem 
cannot in fact affect nerves nnd muscles. fur 
h If could. then in spit-e of the 'Skhl effect ' the 
nel~hboul'hood of a large wireless telegraph 
station \o\-ould be full of \fOtaries of St Vjtus 
during the Ges:patch of a meuage:' 
v. J. PI'Jllipo 
Skelly 
Swansea 
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MOBILE RADIO SPEC
TRUM UTILISATION 
YOUR ar..ic:lc '"HOml' Office sifts WARC 
Evidenc::(f . m the <Xtol)er 197i issue high
lla lH~ a numb~r of interesting poin ts. Pro
ntillent among them ar(! the v iews of an 
t\n~crican ru~nufac:.turer ln whit'h (a) they !-lee 
mobile md.io development movtng towards 
the v.se of digttal technlqve.s and (b) the-y 
consider 3ny chen :'I~! bJ.ndwtdth ofle!;...<>than 
25kHz as a backward sup. One infers from 
the text that the "'"'O pointS are linked. 

Undoubtedly trends in the evolution of 
mobile tadio indic.at.e thut cettain types of 
user. in particular those u,:ers requiring 
MCCUI'hy and speed of conununicath>r.: un a 
h&rgC: scale. will, durfns; t he next decade. 
move towards the USt nf nc:w Lechinques in 
which dig1tal me-thods wiU rorm a maju:- rote. 
Three points. however, tmerae: 
e Co.-., emionat speech methods wi11 un· 
dO\lbledly stdl remain the prime mode of 
communication for man)· y'-ars to come - in 
p<.~n.tculat \Vith the small usc:r. 
e The transmission by l'ndlo of hig_h speed 
di\t~, digital spe~ch. C:lC. Is Mill in a n~laliv!'ly 
cn1'ly stage of developm1.:1ll. 
e lnd~cations are that the digital method:> are 
currently wasteful in the usc of frequency 
$peetrum. Co:1seque:ntl)' doubt mu~"'t be ex
j)ressed as to the wiWt>m of *ilocating a 
common channel bandwidth standard. 
tld!quatc to accommndate tuda)·~s digital 
CO'llmunicau.on syste-ms. but considerably in 
excess of (hat :tcccpu:<.l as adequ:n~ for 
tr:tn~mitting speech or slow spl'cd data in· 
tc:lllgence. 

It $<!'eu'IS lik~ly th:tt future developments of 
dl$tlt<il tc-chrtique~ w111 pru<.luce methods 
CApable of operatjon in reduced bandwidt-hs; 
ll mi.)" howe\'cr be wrone 10 base aU ehunnel 
atlocutiw~.s a1: lhis ume on »UCh 3 possibthty. 
Ht>wcvc:-. 1 ~lie\.·e dtat a more realistic 
npproac:.h would be tO d1\'ide the avai!ablc
gpcctrum into c h::tnnc1 unhs suitable fur 
c:unventtOIHd speech comm unication -
I:.NkHz fur t-xarnple- nnd. whcte a need for 
t'l <::hannd ()f widcr bandwidth;,.; j ustified. tn 
combinE' 1he usc of two or mon.· adjacent 
choJ.nnel un!ts !'or the purpose.·. By this 
mel.hod. :l>Ubscquent chunges to .spect.rem 

pla.nrung. brought about by a reduction m 
band"1dth needs as development proceeds. 
could be implemented by merely adding 
other users in the vacated slot:~o. 

Certainly the use of digital techniques -
high !ipccd data . diKttat 5J}Ctch etc. - will 
&•'ow. but it is anticipated Lhat by the time 
more users. large or small, need Lo employ 
such techniques. the stale or the art may well 
be: wfficiently advance-d as to require a 
LOUlly different approach tO Spectrum p:an
nina. 
W. 1\L Pannell 
Sropl<ford 
Cambridgesl!i~ 

F.dltnr-'s nol e: Mr Pannell Is t he principal 
author of the ··Pannell rcpol't" on private 
mobile radio issued by Pyc: Ttlecommunicat~ 

ions last year(see February 1977 issue. p.31). 

TUMOUR ERADICATION 
BY R.F. 
Tl JC paragn.lph in P»t Hnwk~r·s column in 
rhn Nuvcrnber. 1977. i s~tue rcmindc<.l tfl (' of 
some cxpen mcnts I conducLed whl!n w<>r· 
king on the ionophone project at Plessey m 
the early 'fifue!S. As rudets of VJirele$$ 
\Votfd \\ill remember('"Loudspeaker wil'hout 
diaphragm." January. 1932) tht tonophone is 
\1 loud~peaker in which the conventional 
dhLphragrn is replaced by u column of ionised 
oir locatC<.l at the throat of an exponential 
ho•·n. The cxcitn.tion 1~ provided by a n 
amplitude modulated r.t. nrc. The power for 
Lhit wetS provided by two I!L38s operating in 
cla~~o~ C at20~1Hz. coupled to a sctf-resonant 
1ndttetance. Power input Wlb about 40 watL'>-

Ii.a\"11\& tried unsucee.~dUIIy to eli.rnioate • 
large: wart near my knuekh: w1th s;her 
nunue. tric:hloracet1e acid and finalh· a 
¥Oidcring iron. I concewcd the notio~ of 
empluymg r.L energy fl'om the ionophone 
oseillotor. About fi\•c seconds treatment ''.dth 
a 1<1tub tapping, a few turns up t he $elf · 
n•stln i.lnt secondary. gencruted CJlO\.Igh he~! 

In 1 he wart to k ill it, and hcuhng was com. 
pltte in two we-eks. 
J A. Con:fer 
Wm.-clesha.m 
Surrt>y 

£d•tor·$ note: Mr Carder's. cxpcneoce is 
interesting. but we would not like to Cn· 
cr>uroge readers in sclf· t rentment of this 
k hld. 

SYNTHESIZED F.M. 
TRANSCEIVER 
rr Wd~ good to sef" an nrticlt aimed at thl.'
nmateur fra ternity bul usmg currem tech· 
n(>h>gy. ''i7.:. th(~ c.m.o.s. variable d j~ide-r 
ch~tln m the synthes11:1.:r (November ;.1nd 
Oecemlx:r. J977 issues). Whi!e no; wishing to 
<:ritki~e m a~\y "'~~· Mr J.~urr~o·ster's article. 
which nb\'iuus~v re-!a.te1> to a transceiver now 
3tvll'\l him cxC:cllettt str\·lee. I feel the iol· 
to\\1r.g co~mer.:s m.ty ~ h~lpful to other 
poten:1al constructors.: 

1. The 4009(!h·idcr, usc:<l hc..-e toG.OSMHz. is 
p.unruntC'<'d by the mam•raccur~r to operate 
t(l :).OMH·t. ((11. IOV). (iM II .t bein~ot only ,l 

typict•l llJturc. Since the ·10S!) costs "'bout £6. 
sclcetion of a suit<tbll.' srunph• could be risk~·· 
or cxpcnst\'t>, • 

2. 11•(· <:E"t o{ 4059 phl~ :J·uff 4'l60 c.m.o.s 
i.e~ formmg the \'anabl~ dl\•~ct chain cos! 
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about £12. A vh.f. prt.sc.~ler is relatively 
ineq,ensi,·e - the Plessey SPSGSS •s guatan· 
t~ to 200MHz ( ... 32), Interfaces directly 
wah t.t.l. or c.n:.o.s .. draws :SOmW (typic-a1) 
and costs about £8. By using 8\lth a device 
t he v.c.o. cou ld be- operated at fina l 
(1•equency, avo id ing s pul'iOU$ ~~oignab> from 
th¢ us-ual multiplic::at!On process, thus saving 
1wo multipLiers in the trammhH:rchain, two 
multipliers in the receiver ch;a_ln. and the 
t:dsting + 4 prc.>scaler \1oreo\'er-. the 
~rtnmce frequency would be 2S/32kH~ ar.d 
the max1mum L'lput to the -4059 reduced to 
4.56MHz(still outside the JU3r$nteed !igtH·£-. 
but more 3ccept~ble th~n 6.0SMH:t). 

3. When changillg frequency In u syJnhes· 
l:t~r thc.•·e i5 always a period pno•· to locking 
when the \',c.o. i~ sweeping towards the 
new frequency. Although Unl!l may exist onty 
for about lOOms in a system ~uch as this with 
,a reference frequency around 1kHz. it will 
occur t."\ety time the transmiu.~:r ts energisecL 
The transmiutr would be capable of de
bverin,g full power while h .s ou;put i~ swept 
frorn receiver to. frequcnC>' tO transmitter 
frequency, i.e. over IO.iMllz. The block 
di:tgrnm given doe-s not indic::out the prcs~nce 
or a sultabie "inhibit IJlltll loekecl" drcuit for 
the transmiuer, and so op~ration couid cer
tainly cause interference to Other users, ~pan 
from Lhe operator unwiulnxly eontra\·eninA 
the 1enns of the amateur licence. 

4 Jt is essential to provide an adJustment 
for pulling the reference ('~tal to precisely 
che correct frequency . .!Jfncc: the typical 
manufacturing tol erance oC ::0.005% on 
cryMnl frequency reprc!lcnt:t~ :7.25kHz !U 

14$ Mllz. 
J. ;\, Shor-t 
Farnl.>o,-ough 
HartiS 

EXPERIMENTS ON 
PHASE AUDIBILITY 
SEVERAL readers have asked for fu r ther 
elltrlfic:.&tion of two poillt$ if\ my article on 
phase audibility (October 1977 is.sue, pp. 
79-31). T would therefo re Jike Lo add a few 
comments iO the record. as follows. 
Question: Were the Bo .. 901 loudspeaker 
IHU done··up close••. and we(e they '"blind .. ? 

An.ilwer. The single Bose :t~pC;a.ker. and also 
'he crosscd .over pair of Bose speakers. were 
compared with the live performance "up 
close··. that is, at a distance or ten feet from 
the listening jury. The tl!¥1.$ were a·un. blind, 
through a lit•UP gauze CUrLQ.in. Usleners 
could n.ol 1:x> fooled at this distance. but a 
rank ordering of quahty (best. equ~t. 'vorst) 
wu attempted. The essentiflll)' phase. 
eohetent playback was nol any more like the 
live performance than was the phase· 
dJstorted playback. 

\Vhetl the tests were run indoors, in a 
typtcal household en,rlronment. t he Bose 
~pcakers were able to fool tl~teners at. a 
dh1tunce of 35 fee!. (throu~h u lutgc. open 
doorway), but not any closer. The Magnepan 
spu_ktN fooled the llstener5 at :lS r<.-ct in
dOOC'S and 15 feet outdoors. but not at ten 
feet. -
Daniel Shone(ield 
Prlnctron. .'V.J. 
VSA 

J~<liHu• '$ note~: The fo llowing correctiOJlS 
~hol1ld be made to Dr Shancl'lcld's article. On 
~~c 79, mtddte column, the fin~:~l stX lines of 
tht eotumn should hav~ been p-nnted before 
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r>r the frog's leg. Tne editor wrote. "Perhaps 
ihoje who write scieniinc' articles for nur 
daily conieinporaries wil'. see in this an 
explanation of the IwUchings which some 
folk feel at the approach of a ihunderstorm. 
Bui ii occurs to us that oscillatory current 
cannot in fact affect nerves and muscles, for 
it if could, then in spire n: the 'skin effect' the 
neighbourhood of a large wireless telegraph 
Station would be full of votaries of St Vilus 
during the despatch of a message. ' 
V. J. Phillips 
Shelly 
Swansea 
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MOBILE RADIO SPEC- 
TRUM UTILISATION 
YOUR article "Home Office sifts WARC 
Evidence" in the October 1977 issue high- 
lights i number of Interesting points. Pro- 
minent among them are the views of an 
American manufacturer in which (a) they see 
mobile radio development moving towards 
the use of digital techniques and <b) they 
consider any channel bandwidth of'ess than 
25kll2 as a'backward step. One infers from 
the text that the two points arc linked. 

Undoubtedly trends in the evolution uf 
mobile radio indicate that certain types of 
user in particular those users requiring 
security and speed of communication or. a 
large scale, will, during the next decade, 
move towards the use of new techinques in 
which digital methods will form a major role. 
Three points, however, emerge: 
• Conventional speech methods will un- 
doubtedly still remain the prime mode uf 
communication for many years to come — in 
particular with the small user. 
• The transmission by radio of high speed 
data, digital speech etc, is still in a relatively 
early stage of development. 
9 Indications are that the digital methods are 
currently wasteful in the use of frequency 
spectrum. Consequently doubt must be ex- 
pressed as to the wisdom Of allocating a 
common channel bandwidth standard, 
adequate to accommodate today's digital 
communication systems, but considerably in 
excess Of that accepted as adequate fur 
transmitting speech or slow speed data in 
tdligence 

It seems likely that future developments of 
digital techniques will produce methods 
capable of opeialion in reduced bandwidths; 
it may however be wrong ro base ail Ciiunnel 
allocolioriS at this time on such a possibility. 
However. I believe thai a more realistic 
approach would be to divide the available 
spectrum into channel units suitable for 
rnnventional speech communication — 
12- jkH/. lor example - and. where a need for 
a channel of wider bandwidth ts jusiified, to 
combine the use of two or more adjacent 
channel units for the purpose. By this 
method, subsequent changes to spectrum 

planning, brought about by a reduction in 
bandwidth needs as development proceeds, 
could be implemented by merely adding 
other users ir, the vacated slots. 

Certainly the use of digitai techniques - 
high speed data, digital speech etc. - will 
grow, but it is anticipated that by the time 
more users, large or small, need to employ 
such techniques, the state of the art may well 
be sufficiently advanced as to require a 
totally different approach to spectrum plan- 
ning. 
W. VI. Panned 
Sraplcforri 
Cambridgeshire 

Editor's note: Mr Rannell is the principal 
author o: ;He "Pamicll report" on private 
mobile radio issued by pye Telecommunicat 
ions last year (see February 1977 issue, p.31). 

TUMOUR ERADICATION 

BY R.F. 
THE paragraph in Pat Hawker's column in 
the November. 1977, issue reminded me of 
some expenraoilts 1 conducted when wor- 
king on the lonophone project at Plessey ;n 
the early 'fifties. As readers of Wireless 
World will remember ("Loudspeaker without 
diaphragm." January. 1952) the lonophone is 
a loudspeaker in which the conventional 
diaphragm is replaced by a column of ionised 
air located at the throat of an exponential 
horn. The excitation is provided by an 
amplitude modulated r f. arc. The power for 
this was provided by two EL3ss operating in 
class C at 20MHz. coupled to a self-resonant 
inductance Power input was about 40 wails. 

Having tried unsuccessfully to eliminate a 
large wart near nw knuckle with silver 
iiurate. trichloracelic acid and finally a 
soldering iron. 1 conceived the notion o: 
employing r.f energy from the lonophone 
oscillator About five seconds treatment with 
a stub tapping, a few turns up -he self- 
resonant secondary, generated enough heat 
in the wart to kill it. and healing was com 
plete in two weeks, 
j A, Carder 
Wrecdeshoni 
Surrey 
Editor's note: Mr Carder's experience Is 
interesting, hut we would not like to en- 
courage readers in self-treatment of this 
kind. 

SYNTHESIZED F.M. 
TRANSCEIVER 
IT was good to see an article aimed at the 
amateur fraternity but using current tech- 
nology. viz. the c.ni.O.S. variable divider 
chain m the synthesizer (November and 
December. 1977 issues). While not wishing So 
criticise m any way Mr Forrester's article, 
which obviously relates to a transceiver now 
giving him excellent service. I feel the fol- 
lowing comments may be helpful to other 
potential constructors: 

1. The 4059 divider, used here to6.08MHz. is 
guaranteed by the manufacturer to operate 
to 3.0MHz (at 10V), (iMHz being only a 
typical Figure. Since the 4059 costs about EG. 
selection or" a suitable sample could be risky 
or expensive. , 

2. ! Tie ser O! 4059 plus 3-u;f 1560 c.rr..o..s 
i.es forming the variable divide: chair, cost 

about £12. A vh.t. prescaler is relatively 
inexpensive — the Plessey SP8655 is guaran- 
teed to 200MHz (S- 32). interfaces directly 
with t.l.l- or c.m.o.s.. draws 50niW (typical) 
and costs about £8. By using such u device 
the v.c.o, could be operated at final 
frequency, avoiding spurious signals from 
the usual multiplication process, thus saving 
two mullipUeis in the transmllier chain, two 
multipliers in the receiver chain, and the 
existing *4 prescaler Moreover, the 
reference frequency would be 25'32kH7. and 
the maximum input to the 4059 reduced to 
4.56MH7 (still outside the guaranteed figure, 
but more acceptable than 6.08MHz), 

3. When changing frequency in a synthes- 
izer there i> always a period prior to locking 
when the v.c.o. is sweeping towards the 
new frequency. Although this may exist only 
for about 100ms in a system such as this with 
.a reference frequency around I kHz, it will 
occur every time the transmitter is energised 
The transmitter would be capable of de- 
livering full power while its output is swept 
from receiver l.o. frequency to transmitter 
frequency, i.e. over 10.7MHz The block 
diagram given does not indicate the presence 
of a suitable "inhibit until locked" circuit for 
the transmitter, and so operation could cer- 
tainly cause interference to other users, apart 
from the operator unwillingly contravening 
the terms of the amateur licence. 

4 It is essential to provide an adlustment 
for pulling the reference crystal to precisely 
the correct frequency, since the typical 
manufacturing tolerance of =0.005% on 
crystal frequency represents =7,25kHz at 
145 MHz. 
J. A. Short 
Farnbonwgh 
Hurls 

EXPERIMENTS ON 
PHASE AUDIBILITY 
SEVERAL readers have asked for further 
clarification of two points in my article on 
phase audibility (October 1977 issue, pp. 
79-81). T would therefore like to add a few 
comments to the record, as follows. 
Question: Were the Bose 901 loudspeaker 
tests done "up close", and were they "blind"? 
Answer: The single Bose speaker, and also 
the crossed-over pair of Rose speakers, were 
compared with the live performance "up 
close", that is. at a distance of ten feet from 
the listening jury. The tests were run blind, 
through a lit up gauze curtain. Listeners 
could not be fooled at ihis distance, but a 
rank ordering of quality (best, equai. worst) 
was attempted. The essentially phase- 
coherent playback was not any more like the 
live performance thaii was the phase- 
distorted playback 

When ihe tests were run indoors. In a 
typical household environment, the Bose 
speakers were able to fool listeners at a 
distance of 35 feet (through a large, open 
doorway), but not any closer. The Magnepan 
speakers fooled the listeners at 25 feet in- 
doors and 15 feet outdoors, but not at ten 
feet, 
Daniel Shanefield 
Princeton. N.J. 
USA 

Editor's note; The following corrections 
should be made to Dr Shanefield's article. On 
page 79, middle column, the final six lines of 
the column should have been printed before 




